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It was an interesting year for the markets and SIA Wealth 

managed portfolios in 2020. We saw significant market 
strength in January and February as many major indices 

and SIA managed portfolios were hitting all-time highs. As 

risk related the COVID-19 outbreak began to increase 

throughout February, many governments around the world 

began enacting restrictions around business operations in 
order to curb the spread of the virus. We saw equity 

markets fell and corporate bond markets not only sold off, 
but liquidity dried up. This market stress triggered several 

tactical shifts within our mandates through the month of 

March. Our equity-based portfolios tactically shifted into 
the safety of short-term fixed income and cash while our 

fixed income portfolios shifted away from credit and 
increased allocations to government bonds. However, the 

sell off was short lived as pressure was placed on 

governments and central banks to provide support for risk 

assets which they did intervene.  

 

April saw one of the most rapid recoveries in market 

history and risk asset valuations were supported by 

stimulus cheques, mortgage and debt payment 

deferrals, and central bank asset purchases. As the 

markets bounced back, so did our macro indicators. 

Once the risk-reward tradeoff towards equities were in 

our favour we initiated a tactical shift to equities on 

April 30, 2020. From May to November, we witnessed 

a significant rally of the “stay-at-home” stocks within 
the technology, media and consumer discretionary 

sectors and our portfolios were appropriately aligned. 
In November, a weakening US dollar and a 

strengthening commodity asset class gave rise to an 

increase in both Canadian Equity exposure as well as 
commodity focused equities in the fourth quarter of 

2020.  

 

Looking to 2021 and beyond we continue to apply our True 
TacticalTM approach in analyzing money flow and risk 

within the markets and attempt to align our portfolio’s 

with areas of strength.  

 

 

January-February

•SIA portfolios positioned 
well and saw strong gains 
in January and early 
February

Late February-March

•Global lockdowns initiated 
due to COVID 19 pandemic 
and subsequent stock and 
corporate bond market sell 
off

• SIA Wealth portfolios 
repositioned defensively to 
protect client assets

•Markets continued to slide 
following our tactical shift

April

•Government and central 
bank support kick off stock 
and bond market rebound

• SIA Wealth portfolios 
remained defensive until 
April 30th when our analysis 
directed us to return to 
equities

May-December

•Markets continued to climb 
the rest of the year at a 
more moderate pace

• SIA Wealth portfolios 
positioned well for the 
remainder of the year

•Contributions from sectors 
like technology, consumer 
discretionary and 
commodities
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2020: The Year of the Bailout – COVID-19 pandemic sparked the highest global stimulus response in history 

 

 

 

The Post-Bailout Perspective: A case for True TacticalTM 

 

• 79% believe the market is under-estimating long-term impact of Covid-19 on the economy 

• 78% believe current market growth is unsustainable, that current valuations do not reflect company 

fundamentals and low rates have distorted valuations 

• 95% see the potential for a market correction in at least one sector in 2021 – concerns focused on the stock 

market (44%), real estate (41%), technology (39%) and cryptocurrency (39%)  

• 53% believe pandemic spending has increased the risk of a new financial crisis and the 2020 response will 

limit the ability of policy makers to respond to a future crisis 

• 79% believe the market will favor active managers in 2021  

• 65% project equity volatility to be on the rise 

• 16.7% allocation to alternatives in 2021 by Global Institutions, slight increase from 2020 

 

Source:  Natixis Investment Managers “2021 Institutional Outlook – Into the great wide open” 

Global Survey of 500 Institutional Investors in 29 countries throughout North America, Latin America, the United Kingdom, Continental Europe, 

Asia and the Middle East conducted by CoreDataResearch in October and November 2021 
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Fund Codes and Fees 
 Retail Advisor Fee Based T Series T4 Series 

BMO Tactical Global Asset 

Allocation ETF Fund  
BMO70763 

BMO99763(FE) / BMO98763(LL) ($CA) 

BMO79763(FE) / BMO78763(LL) ($US) 

BMO95763 ($CA) 

BMO40763 ($US) 

BMO37763 (F4) 

– 
BMO29763 (FE) 

BMO28763 (LL) 

MER 1.74% 1.75% 0.84% – 1.84% 

BMO Tactical Global Equity 

ETF Fund 
BMO70217 

BMO99217(FE) / BMO98217(LL) ($CA) 

BMO79217 (FE) / BMO78217(LL) ($US) 

BMO95217 ($CA) 

BMO40217 ($US) 

BMO36217 (F6) 

BMO70230 (NL) 

BMO34230 (FE) 

BMO33230 (LL) 

– 

MER 1.90% 1.89% 0.93% 1.92% – 

BMO Tactical Global Bond 

ETF Fund 
BMO70220 

BMO99220(FE) / BMO98220 (LL) ($CA) 

BMO79220(FE) / BMO78220(LL) ($US) 

BMO95220 ($CA) 

BMO40220 ($US) 
– – 

MER 1.60% 1.60% 0.84% – – 

 ETF F Series Advisor Series 

BMO SIA Focused North 

American Equity Fund 
ZFN BMO95258 / BMO40258 ($US) 

BMO99258(FE) / BMO79258 ($CA) 

BMO98258(LL) / BMO78258 ($US) 

MER 0.88% 0.88% 1.99% 

BMO SIA Focused Canadian 

Equity Fund 
ZFC BMO95257 BMO99257(FE) / BMO98257(LL) 

MER 0.83% 0.83% 1.94% 

 

Disclaimer:  
 Any statement that necessarily depends on future events may be a forward-looking statement. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of 
performance. They involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Although such statements are based on assumptions that are believed to be 
reasonable, there can be no assurance that actual results will not differ materially from expectations. Investors are cautioned not to rely unduly on any 
forward-looking statements. In connection with any forward-looking statements, investors should carefully consider the areas of risk described in the 
most recent simplified prospectus. 
SIA Wealth Management Inc. specifically represents that it does not give investment advice or advocate the purchase or sale of any security or 
investment whatsoever. This information has been prepared without regard to any particular investor's investment objectives, financial situation, and 
needs. None of the information contained in this document constitutes an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security or other investment 
or an offer to provide investment services of any kind. As such, Advisors and their clients should not act on any recommendation (express or implied) 
or information in this report without obtaining specific advice in relation to their accounts and should not rely on information herein as the primary basis 
for their investment decisions. Information contained herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical services, issuer reports or 
communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. SIA Wealth Management Inc. nor its third party content providers make any representations 
or warranties or take any responsibility as to the accuracy or completeness of any recommendation or information contained herein and shall not be 
liable for any errors, inaccuracies or delays in content, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon. Any statements nonfactual in nature constitute only 
current opinions, which are subject to change without notice. 
 
This commentary has been prepared by SIA Wealth Management Inc. the portfolio manager. This update represents their assessment of the markets 
at the time of publication. Those views are subject to change without notice as markets change over time. The information contained herein is not, and 
should not be construed as, investment advice to any party. Investments should be evaluated relative to the individual’s investment objectives and 
professional advice should be obtained with respect to any circumstance. The statistics provided in this presentation are based on information believed 
to be reliable, but BMO Investments Inc. cannot guarantee they are accurate or complete. This communication is intended for informational purposes 
only. 
BMO Global Asset Management is a brand name that comprises BMO Asset Management Inc., BMO Investments Inc., BMO Asset Management Inc. 
and BMO's specialized investment management firms. BMO Mutual Funds are offered by BMO Investments Inc., a financial services firm and separate 
legal entity from the Bank of Montreal. 
Commissions, management fees and expenses (if applicable) all may be associated with investments in BMO ETFs and ETF Series of the BMO 
Mutual Funds.  Please read the ETF facts or prospectus of the relevant BMO ETF or ETF Series before investing.  BMO ETFs and ETF Series are not 
guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. 
For a summary of the risks of an investment in the BMO ETFs or ETF Series of the BMO Mutual Funds, please see the specific risks set out in the 
prospectus.  BMO ETFs and ETF Series trade like stocks, fluctuate in market value and may trade at a discount to their net asset value, which may 
increase the risk of loss.   
BMO ETFs are managed by BMO Asset Management Inc., which is an investment fund manager and a portfolio manager, and a separate legal entity 
from Bank of Montreal. ETF Series of the BMO Mutual Funds are managed by BMO Investments Inc., which is an investment fund manager and a 
separate legal entity from Bank of Montreal. 
®/™Registered trade-marks/trade-mark of Bank of Montreal, used under licence. 


